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PREFACE
The start-up of R&M’s business activities in 1964 was preceded by a number of
key events. At the time Renato De-Massari and I were both working for Autophon
(now Ascom). The triggering event was the relocation of the Globus department
store. Working a night shift we were helping to reconnect all the telephone sets at
the store’s new location. I remember we were driven almost insane by those bulky
round outlets dating from the early days of telephony. “There has to be a better
solution than this!” we thought.
Wall mounted installations were already considered obsolete at the time
and were used mainly as a makeshift retrofit solution. But working on projects we
noticed that window sill ducts were becoming the standard in new office buildings. This trend called for a new type of outlet that could also be preferably “wall
mounted” inside the duct.
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One hot summer evening we discussed our ideas over a beer. We came
up with a highly promising product concept. The only question was: how do we
implement it? The prototype manufactured to professional drawings by a school
colleague initially swallowed up our entire capital resources, and we soon realized that injection moulds were very expensive. For the unit price to be acceptable, we had to produce at least 10,000 of our outlets.
The next problem was the financing. The banks either wanted securities
or else they were only prepared to come in once the product was successful.
The wholesalers we approached were not prepared to guarantee any orders.
And so we turned to the electricians and planners we knew. The success was
such that our outlet was included in project tenders even before we could begin
deliveries. While the quantities involved were not huge, we felt we were on the
right track.

Finally my father, who thought the idea was great, provided the required
security by taking out a second mortgage on his house, and we were able to
secure the loan. To save costs our “company” was initially run as an autonomous
profit center of my father’s company until we founded our own partnership in 1967.
Until then I’d been planning on joining my father’s electrical installation
business once I’d finished my training. But I’d always been one for taking everything apart, literally, to see how it worked. And I was always wondering how
something could be made better, from the user’s point of view. It meant I was often
convinced that everyday products could be made more practical and easier to install – at no extra cost. Usually the cogs inside my brain would then begin to whir.
Renato and I soon realized that in business proper task allocation was
half the battle. As a sociable and outgoing person Renato looked after the customer relations side of things. As a compulsive “tinkerer” I focused on technical
matters. That way we each worked to our strengths, and there were no unnecessary discussions.

During the first few years we had to make do with little, and there were
many highs and lows. Trying to make both ends meet was a reality all too present.
And the old saying that necessity – or worry – is the mother of invention also
proved true.
But now, after 42 years of R&M, I can look back with satisfaction. It has
been a very exciting, interesting and instructive time.
Yet none of it would have been possible without
– our loyal clientele, who set us new challenges day after day
– our dedicated and motivated staff
– our suppliers, who help us make the impossible possible
– and of course all those who support us directly or indirectly
My warmest thanks,
Hans Reichle
June 2006
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1964
THE PIONEEERING PHASE

First
Becoming a young entrepreneur is a fascinating process.
And so, driven by an innovative idea, we began our balancing act.
Armed with a healthy portion of self-confidence, a good measure of courage
and the willingness to take a risk (and virtually no funds to speak of), we began
to tread what was initially very stony ground.
Constructive criticism and the encouragement of friends and colleagues
strengthened our resolve, and our first modest successes were like balm for
the soul.
Hans Reichle
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Decade
At the age of just 24 and recently
married, Hans Reichle, together with
Renato De-Massari (then aged 29), laid
the foundations of the company named
Reichle & De-Massari AG. They firmly
believed in the success of their new
ideas, but there were pessimistic voices, too:
“What do you newcomers hope
to achieve against the established
competition? They’ll run you into the
ground!”
“It might have been possible in
earlier days, but certainly not nowadays!”

“Why don’t you just enjoy life and
give these risky experiments a wide
berth; you’re risking your necks!”
Not to mention the fact that the
bank loan we were seeking was – in
proportion to our own funds – not at all
in keeping with the banking customs
of the day.
All this took place in 1964. Does
any of it sound familiar to you? Am I
right in thinking there are just as many
doubters today as there were back
then, people unable to recognize the
opportunities because of all the possible and impossible risks? And that

1973

fear of one’s own courage instantly
nips promising ideas in the bud? It’s
unfortunate that such “better-safethan-sorry” mentalities all too often
dictate entrepreneurial and political
decision-making, with the result that
you end up going round in circles.
Pioneering new ways always involves certain risks. Yet the biggest
risk to any enterprise is not to take any
risks or not to be enterprising at all!
In other words, a complete standstill.
Let’s be quite clear about this:
at R&M, taking risks does not mean
gambling on an outcome or adopting a

casino mentality in the hope of quick
returns and then heading straight for
disaster. R&M has relied on its formulas for success since 1964:
– Constantly and efficiently creating
added value for our customers
through innovative solutions.
– The fact that something good can
always be made better.
– Never do anything that others can
do better.
We believe those have been the
mainstays of our continued success.
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FIRST DECADE
1964
Hans Reichle and Renato De-Massari
start up their business. It is based on
a hobby, a new development of the
5-pole outlet and interconnect outlet
for telephony. Unlike the round shape
dating back to the turn of the last century, it is square, functional in design
and cuts installation time by 40 %. The
makeshift offices, workshops and store
rooms are housed in the garages and
homes of the Reichle family in Wetzikon
and the De-Massari family in Pfaffhausen. Their respective spouses are
their first “staff”.
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They celebrate their first big success when they receive the approval
certificate from the Swiss Telecom
company (PTT) and their very first
order.

1965
The workload increases for the company founders, yet still they work only
part-time for their newly founded company. The first flush mounted outlets
are delivered in the spring and very
soon there is an acute shortage of storage space. A storeroom is rented in the
basement at Pündtstrasse 11 in Uster;
later they are able to purchase the
property. The next development is the
wall mounted outlet with 9 terminals.
Once again the emphasis is on ease of
installation.

1966
With building activity waning, the
growth of Reichle & De-Massari slows
down noticeably; yet with the help of
home workers, production continues
unabated. The two proprietors hardly
have any time for their enterprise; they
are in the middle of their master craftsman’s diploma and the examination for
the A telephone license.
The supply of outlets for the new
Sulzer building in Rüti / Zurich is R&M’s
first big order, and it is handled with
success.
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1967
The two proprietors realize they need
to turn their hobby into their main occupation if they are to seize the opportunities that now present themselves.
They set up a partnership, which in
turn provides greater financial security.
New projects get under way, with
the development of new telephone outlets and elbow and T-pieces with snapin locks.

1968
The business premises are relocated
to Uster. A big step is taken when they
decide to employ their first two members of staff.
At the end of the year they are
unexpectedly invited by the Swiss
Telecom (PTT) headquarters in Berne
to take part in a project competition.
The aim is to develop connection boxes
with 40-pin connectors, maximum 160
pins. The tight closing deadline means
that the company owners have to work
almost day and night over Christmas
and New Year.
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1969
The first T+T outlets are supplied, allowing the connection of 4 wires per
terminal. The new elbow and T-pieces
are also supplied on time. By now they
are also feverishly working on developing the connection box. Not only
is R&M able to meet the closing deadline, it submits fully functional prototypes complete with prices. The breakthrough comes in July: R&M wins the
competition and celebrates with a garden party and a keg of Uster-Bräu.
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1970
The modular connection and distribution box with 80 to 160 terminals developed the previous year is included in
the product range. However the market launch looks as if it might be delayed by about two years. The suppliers of the apparatus cables are unable
to switch over to the plug-in system
before then.
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FIRST DECADE

After discussing the matter at
length R&M grabs the bull by the horns
and draws up an offer with delivery
scheduled to start in six weeks’ time.
The system launch soon gets under
way.
For the system changeover, the
district telephone headquarters invited
all certified installers to regional training courses.
R&M agrees to assist in these
courses. The two company owners
subsequently travel throughout Switzerland in an old VW bus packed to
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the brim with demonstration material
and a slide projector. Some comical
moments are put down to the R&M
owners’ somewhat improvised command of French.
Once again space is running out
and R&M rents a barn in Bertschikon
to serve as a warehouse.

1971
Innovation is taken very seriously at
R&M and there seems to be no end
to the two founders’ ideas. A modular telephone wall-mount distributor
replaces the heavy frames made of
sectional steel. The 2-, 4- and 6-pole
telephone outlets are developed further, facilitating the termination work
for installers. A hospital call pushbutton with emergency call / light ON-OFF
functions is manufactured to order for
a customer.

1972
Despite all these technical innovations,
internal developments have not come
to a standstill either. There is simply
not enough staff, storage space or production area. The company management therefore decides to buy industrial land close to the present-day
headquarters. The same year a provident scheme is set up for the company’s employees.
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1973
The oil crisis casts its shadow. Plans
for the new building to be constructed
on the recently purchased industrial
land have to be put on hold due to
uncertainties about the loan and the
communal application. A second barn
is rented as an additional, provisional
warehouse and a neighboring house
for office space.
The impossible becomes possible:
after several failures the modular
2-pole terminal clamp with self-lifting
terminal plates with rocker effect is
finally fully functional. It can be put
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together to any length and is a genuine
innovation in installation technology.
As a result, 12 different terminal
types by four manufacturers could be
replaced, which in turn considerably
reduces the stocking of spare parts.
A splice closure and a modular
WM box system for small distributors
are also launched onto the market.
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1974
MARKET LEADERSHIP
IN SWITZERLAND

Second
We don’t do anything that others can do better.
We primarily invest in the development of new products with a higher customer
benefit, in the market launch and in customer support.
For the manufacture of single parts we want to work together with the best
suppliers. We deliberately keep our vertical integration low.
Hans Reichle
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Decade
The two company founders were driven by a determination to innovate and
a constant quest for ways of making
good things even better. Yet the repercussions of the oil crisis curbed the
strong rate of growth.
A new phase of growth began in
the early 1980s. Finding more staff was
one of the challenges. The other was
the need to adapt the company’s structures all the time. “Malicious tongues
claim that our organizational charts
are out of date the moment they’re
printed”.

1983

New employees from within the
industry were taken aback by the absence of detailed rules and regulations, by the lack of attendance clocks
and cloakroom lockers. We felt we
were constantly doing a balancing act
between bureaucratically regulated
workflows and maintaining sufficient
freedom to enable creative progress.

As turnover and staff numbers
grew, bottlenecks regularly occurred
in our office and storage facilities.
After the move to Wetzikon we thought
we’d have peace and quiet for a while.
But the resounding success of the
solderless systems exceeded all our
expectations and coping with surging
growth became a full-time occupation.
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SECOND DECADE
1974
The oil crisis continues.
Desperate cries of “We can’t find
the goods any more” are often heard.
The only option is to set up additional
temporary facilities.
By now our French-speaking customers are looked after more competently by a native speaker from the
French-speaking part of Switzerland.
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1975
With our patching distributor SRV it is
now possible to simply plug in transfer
points on the distributor rather than
soldering them. 2-pole stranded wires
with connectors are used. The first
prototype is installed at the Hallenstadion in Zurich.

1976
Thanks to innovative proposals we are
able to win the tender held by the
Swiss telecom (PTT) for the new A6 /12
connection system, adding another
success to our books. The modular
system can be expanded at any time
from 1 x 6 to 2 x 6 or 1 x 12 poles, and
helps to reduce stocks.

1977
The industry abroad is now also starting to recognize R&M. An order from
Manchester for large patching distributors provides the company with its
first experience in export orders.
With our beginner’s English we are
now even more motivated to attend
language courses.
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1978
Following the death of pioneering entrepreneur Jules Jucker, R&M takes
over the production of telephone accessory devices and special relays
from his heirs. As the products are not
part of our core business at the time,
the takeover poses new challenges.
Our new Electronics Department
adds a second string to our bow.

1979
Yet again R&M comes up with a new
solution to an old problem. A new design for a patching plug with insulation
displacement contact (IDC) makes it
possible to integrate the patching distributor also in large installations. Wire
is used direct from the coil.

1980
R&M having made a name for itself the
previous year with its expertise of IDC
technology, the Swiss Telecom (PTT)
places a development order with us
for a new solderless distributor system.
A modular principle is to reduce by half
the amount of space required in main
distribution frames and house distributors. Switchover expenditure is to be
reduced to a third.

1981
The end of the renovation work and the
move into the new office and manufacturing premises at Binzstrasse in
Wetzikon is eagerly awaited. It has
remained the company headquarters
to this day.
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SECOND DECADE

With the steady rise in turnover
and the intensive research and development work staff numbers also
have to be increased. The payroll now
includes 24 full-time employees and
around 50 part-time employees. Home
workers account for the largest share.
They are supplied one to three times
a week.
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1982
After carefully feeling its way around
abroad for a number of years R&M
finally decides to go forward and establishes its first subsidiary in Germany.
An analytical forecast shows that
the storage facilities and setting up
premises will soon reach maximum
capacity. Planning for a 1,800 m2 warehouse gets under way.

1983
1983 is a turbulent year for R&M in
many respects. While the construction
of the new warehouse building and the
introduction of the new VS83 Modular
distributor system push the company
to the very limits of its capacity, the
market for cables and connectors goes
on expanding.

Various proprietary computer cabling systems start to establish themselves, resulting in the mass proliferation of different components such as
connectors and cables.
R&M recognizes that integrating
this diversity into its own modular connection and distributor systems will be
of the utmost benefit to users.
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1984
SETTING UP
THE EXPORT BUSINESS

Third
We want to seize our opportunities.
To be ready sooner, you need to start sooner.
See to the important things first, and there’ll be fewer urgent things to do later.
Laugh at yourself, and you’ll learn from your mistakes.
Hans Reichle
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Decade
The third decade from 1984 to 1993 was
one of major changes.
Changes in technology
– Digital technology slowly began to
supplant analog technology
– Fiber optics increasingly replaced
copper cables in carrier networks
– Telephony and data network began
to converge
– Automation and robotics made for
more rational production methods
– Computers conquered the workplace

Globalization
The first signs of globalization and
deregulation represented huge challenges for R&M.
Markets that had previously been
isolated and almost under national
protection would no longer exist this
way in the very near future.
Doom-mongers felt they were
confronted with a huge threat and their
knee-jerk reaction was to mobilize all
their defenses and put up even more
obstacles.

1993

The realists at R&M relied on our
unique system solutions and saw the
opening-up of markets as a great opportunity to conquer new ground.
This level-headed weighing-up of
options resulted in one of the most
important entrepreneurial decisions in
the history of R&M: “We want to seize
our opportunities in selected export
markets and take on the international
competition.”

We did so out of the inner conviction that such a strategy was the only
way to secure and even increase the
number of jobs in the long term. However Switzerland’s negative ruling on
the EEC (not the EU!) was not exactly
helpful in implementing our plans.
R&M had to relocate large supply
orders to suppliers inside the EEC to
satisfy the criteria of 50 % value added
for public-sector procurement.
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THIRD DECADE
1984
The VS83 Modular outperforms all the
forecasts. One of the reasons is that in
main distribution expansions the VS83
is able to achieve twice the capacity
for the same space. It costs less to
break off old solder tag distributors and
replace them with the VS83.
Large investments in more powerful production tools are now needed.
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1985
The modular concept of the VS83
opens up new areas of application.
At the same time the product portfolio
increases more than five-fold.
R&M continues to grow at such
a rate that limited space once again
becomes a problem. Two more floors
need to be added to the warehouse,
which was recently built in 1983.

1986
The different cabling systems are becoming more and more of a problem,
testing the patience of planners and
private network operators to the extreme. A task force consisting of managers of banks, insurance companies,
industry, Swiss Telecom (PTT) and
R&M draws up a concept for a generic
cabling system for telephony and data
transmission. R&M provides a great
deal of valuable input and tests practical feasibility with various prototypes.

1987
The year brings several changes and
innovations for R&M:
– Presentation of the new GVS87 generic cabling system for telephony
and data.
– Development of a tool-free connection technology and its application in
the 40-pole patch distribution block.
– Creation of the PK88 PCB terminal
with tool-free connection.
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With its pioneering spirit undiminished, R&M decides to venture into
fiber optic technology and develop its
first product in this field, the KEV87
cable termination system.
Maintaining a strict separation
between telephony and data cabling
is becoming increasingly difficult. The
borders are blurring, and eventually the
term ISDN ushers in the age of digital
telephony.

The RJ45 connector is specified
as the international standard. R&M
initially perceives the ruling as a threat
to its own connector systems.
Distribution systems now account
for more than 70 % of total turnover, so
R&M has to ask itself whether it strategically makes sense to continue investing in connector systems or whether
its efforts should focus entirely on distribution systems.
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1988
The company ventures across the
border for a second time, establishing
Reichle & De-Massari Italia S. r. I.
(headquartered today in Origgio outside Milan).
There is major news in Wetzikon,
too. The first fully automated production line is installed to manufacture
connection modules type 83. The investment helps to increase both the
throughput times and the quality.

The 19" integration frame designed
by R&M allows all active components
to be seamlessly integrated into the
distributor systems, once again reducing spatial requirements and costs.
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THIRD DECADE
1989
The success with the multitude of new
products has also boosted the payroll.
In less than eight years the number of
employees has risen from 24 to 140.
Since 1981, when the company
moved into the new business premises
on Binzstrasse in Wetzikon, they were
continually expanded; at last the building is now completed and officially
inaugurated. Real estate on Aawisen
(also in Wetzikon) is acquired the same
year. It is to be the site of R&M’s new
production and logistics centre.
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It is the culmination of months of
desperately searching for a production
site or building land within a radius of
15 km. Most of the offers had one drawback: “The land is not yet developed.”

1990
As the telecom market is gradually
deregulated, competition hots up. One
handicap of R&M products becomes
all the clearer: few buyers are interested in excessive quality. Why, they
say, does a connector have to guarantee 100,000 insertion cycles when
a maximum of 2,000 is enough for the
rest of the world?

1991
While the takeover of mdm as a future
competence centre for general electrical installation technology dominates
entrepreneurial considerations, developments focus on the new international standards.
RJ45 is gradually establishing itself as the new connector standard for
generic cabling systems. In keeping
with the trend R&M develops its first
connection and distributor modules
and combines commercial RJ45 PCB
sockets with its own PK88.
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As a result, the tool-free Easy Lock
connection technology catches the
industry’s attention abroad.
But that’s not all: the development
of a new fiber optic main distributor
frame sets new standards in compactness and handling.
The newly developed VS Standard
distribution system complements the
distributor range targeted at exports.

1992
With the launch of the R&M freenet
cabling system the boundaries to the
high-frequency range are successfully
crossed. The Cat. 5 module opens up
a new dimension in data communications, with transmission rates of up to
100 Mbit /s.
However, the year is also marked
by a setback. R&M is investing a great
deal in the development of new fiber
optics distributors for Deutsche Telekom’s OPAL project. Unfortunately the
order goes not to R&M, but to a competitor. It should be mentioned, how-

ever, that the competitor in question
went bankrupt shortly afterwards because its tender offer could not cover
the costs.
After preparations lasting a year
all the company divisions of R&M are
certified in accordance with ISO 9001.
This provides proof of a fully functional
quality assurance system in compliance with international standards.
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1993
After the opening of the Iron Curtain:
The founding of R&M Polska Sp. z. o. o.
in Warsaw is aimed to consolidate
existing business ties in Poland. R&M
believes in a positive development in
Eastern Europe.
The products sector is as busy as
ever working on further developments.
Both the new strain relief sleeve for
RJ45 connectors and the Data safe
lock coding system are designed to be
retrofitted at any time while guaranteeing enhanced system security.
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1994
THE SECOND GENERATION

Fourth
One of the objectives that we as company founders clearly stated was that,
at the age of 60, we would place operational responsibility in younger hands.
Together with experienced specialists we began early on to draw up concepts
and solutions for the change of generation.
In 1996 Renato De-Massari retired from active management and continued to
provide R&M with his many years of experience as a member of the Board of
Directors. His untimely death in the year 2000 left a huge gap and filled us all
with sorrow.
In 1999, on the occasion of the company’s 35th anniversary, I handed over the
operational responsibility to my two sons, Peter and Martin and have since
concentrated on chairing the R&M Board of Directors.
Hans Reichle
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Decade
Change is the only constant
The courage to embrace change is a
recurring theme in the history of R&M.
The founders realized early on that
planning the future merely on the
basis of past experience is not enough.
Indeed, past experience usually has a
limited shelf life once the environment
changes.
That’s why the capacity to innovate has been strengthened time and
time again. To this day R&M has around
100 patents; about 10 % of turnover is
invested in research and development
every year, and more than 30 % of turn-

over is achieved with products that are
less than three years old.
Global turbulence
At the beginning of the 21st century the
global economy underwent a radical
correction. As the bubble of the New
Economy burst, the IT and telecom
industries in particular experienced a
collapse in their share prices as well
as company closures and redundancies. The terror attacks in the US were
an additional shock. R&M, too, felt the
impact of reduced demand, which in
certain partial markets shrank by as

2004
much as 50 %. Thanks to the foresight
of its diversification in different customer segments, markets and technology and its ability to respond quickly,
R&M was able to contain the damage.
Special thanks should be expressed
at this point to all the R&M staff for
their understanding and their untiring
commitment even during this difficult
period.
As always R&M relies on tried
and tested values
Excess, driven by greed and the hope
of quick returns, has done a great deal

of harm to the world economy. By contrast R&M has always advocated the
respect of tried-and-tested management principles based on decency,
responsibility and mutual trust. This
philosophy has been part of R&M’s
corporate culture for 40 years and continues to shape the new guiding principle of 2004. R&M’s sustainable development continues to build on successful long-term cooperation that creates
a genuine value added for its customers, employees and suppliers. In this
respect at least, nothing is about to
change at R&M.
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FOURTH DECADE
1994
As an exhibitor at the 1992 and 1993
Telecom Asia trade fairs in Singapore,
R&M is able to establish valuable customer contacts in this market region.
To consolidate these contacts and
provide the proximity that customers
require, Reichle & De-Massari Far East
(Pte) Ltd. is set up in Singapore.
By now around 50 specialists are
working in product development to
satisfy our customers’ requirements for
new solutions and products.
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R&M innovations include the RJ45
“short module” with PK93 and the
shield connection 93, which significantly optimizes tool-free termination
technology for users. The previously
complex procedure with shield connection and cable strain relief is solved
in a bafflingly simple way.
A gap in the carrier range is filled
with the new R&M Duro module; with
its polymer-protected contacts it combines weather protection with tool-free
connection technology.

1995
1995 appears to have been the year
of the legal eagles! With an extensive
set of agreements R&M starts the
TVS-R&M joint venture in India with
its Indian partner company TVS. High
import duties call for the establishment
of local production under license.
Another complex set of agreements regulates R&M’s co-operation
with IBM, already successfully under
way. A complete IBM-ACS range based
on R&M’s RJ45 technology is set up.

R&M’s logistics sector has been
greatly boosted by export business
and is now a player in the international
league.
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1996
The first phase of the generational
change begins. The Reichle family
takes over all the shares from Renato
De-Massari, who withdraws from operational business to join the Board of
Directors. In addition to Hans Reichle
and his sons Peter and Martin, the
Board of Directors comprises a member from outside the family, Dr Kurt
Reichlin.
Export success boosts production
quantities. R&M decides to streamline
production: it develops the direct connectivity module RJ45 Cat. 5 and, at the
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same time, calls in the help of specialist plant designers to develop a fully
automated module production plant.
Removing PCBs does away with the
soldering process, which in turn eliminates the burden of heavy metals.
R&M’s new Venus outdoor distribution boxes now provide reliable and
aesthetic protection for copper or fiber
optics interfaces.

1997
The state-of-the-art, fully automated
production plant for RJ45 direct connectivity modules is set up in Pfäffikon /
Schwyz. A separate company is founded for this purpose: R&M DBT AG (today: R&M Robot AG in Bubikon/ZH).
Another piece of real estate is purchased on Wetziker Aawisen.
Three other subsidiaries are founded the same year:
Reichle & De-Massari Ukraine Ltd.
Reichle & De-Massari Malaysia
Reichle & De-Massari do Brasil Ltda.
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1998
Expansion abroad continues unabated.
Again three subsidiaries are formed,
this time in Dubai, Austria and Hungary:
Reichle & De-Massari Middle East FZE,
Reichle & De-Massari Austria GmbH
and Reichle & De-Massari Ungarn Kft.
The number of employees worldwide has now increased to 438, with
333 working in Switzerland.
The production of the E2000 fiber
optic connector (Diamond license) gets
under way.
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FOURTH DECADE
1999
In mid-1999 founder and Managing
Director Hans Reichle retires from
operational business and hands over
the company’s management to his two
sons. Symbolically Martin (CEO) and
Peter (COO) are handed a pick and a
shovel respectively. Hans Reichle remains as Chairman of the Board of
Directors.
At the same time the R&M logo
replaces the Reichle & De-Massari
logo. R&M is easy to understand and
pronounce in any language. The new
R&M signet is to be the key element of
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the brand strategy and is registered as
an international trademark.
To ensure that service and consulting are even better attuned to the
wide array of customer requirements
two new Business Units are founded in
1999: LAN (private networks) and WAN
(carrier networks).
The subsidiary R&M DBT AG in
Pfäffikon (SZ) produces its 10 millionth
Cat. 5 module on 10 September 1999.
A Representative Office is opened
in France.

2000
The millennium year brings a painful
loss for R&M: Renato De-Massari,
much-loved company founder, dies
suddenly in July of that year. His vigor
and infectious cheerfulness will remain
unforgotten.
In the national and international
standardization bodies a new standard
for an even higher transmission capacity in the LAN sector (local networks)
is under preparation: Category 6. R&M
is actively involved in these bodies.
R&M thus becomes the first producer
worldwide to launch onto the market

Cat. 6 modules of the highest quality
manufactured fully automatically.
R&M always keeps the promises
it makes to its customers. That’s why
each module is individually tested on
the production plant to ensure that it
satisfies the transmission parameters.
Production is sited at R&M Robot AG
in Bubikon / Zurich.
The new VS Compact distributor
module is another resounding success
for the R&M development team.
With its gold-plated disconnection
contacts this module combines maxi-
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mum compactness with maximum contact quality. VS Compact with directly
insertable PCBs is the preferred choice
for new applications such as 2 Mbit /s
ADSL.
In March the newly-built R&M
company headquarters in Warsaw,
Poland, are officially inaugurated in
the presence of customers and local
authorities.
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2001
It’s a promising start to the first half
of the year. But by the middle of the
year everything appears to slow down.
The September terror attacks in the
US have completely paralyzed the
world economy. R&M, too, is affected
and must prepare to reduce its workforce in the year ahead unless demand
picks up.
The pace of innovation, however,
is to be maintained so that the longterm objectives are not jeopardized.
For the young management team it’s a
serious challenge. R&M continues to
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invest in innovations and quality. To
underscore R&M’s service quality,
the “GET MORE” slogan aimed mainly
at the export market is successfully
launched. The LAN sector sees the
introduction of the CLASSICsystem,
STARsystem and VISIONsystem solutions.
Exports now account for 72 % of
business, and R&M is represented by
branch offices and agencies in more
than 30 countries.

2002
With the stock market frenzy coming
to an abrupt end, disillusionment sets
in everywhere. The economic downturn persists and investments are made
only reluctantly.
Against this backdrop, focusing on
precisely defined key target markets
and core competences is one factor of
success. Although demand has shrunk
by as much as 50 %, R&M manages to
close the year better than most of its
competitors, sustaining a loss in sales
of only 18 %.
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FOURTH DECADE

Even in this difficult year the R&M
Group is able to gain market shares in
Switzerland and abroad.
To complement the existing connectivity solutions for enterprise and
carrier cabling the company creates
two new sectors: Residential and Industrial Cabling. The principal objective of R&M’s consistent corporate
strategy is to continue spreading the
risk, not only among its technologies
but also among its business units, sales
channels and customer segments.
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2003
The 2003 slogan is “Top performances
under difficult circumstances”, and
R&M certainly does justice to it. Management and strategy continuity is
starting to pay dividends. At the telecom fairs R&M is the only company
to present a new innovation with the
RCC45, triggering a great deal of interest. For the first time ever an RJ45
module also integrates additional connections for power supply or plastic
optical fiber.

The subsidiary mdm is renamed
R&M Solutionhouse AG and deployed
as a customized solutions specialist.
Series production is integrated in
R&M.
Up until now generic cabling systems had converged voice and data.
The next phase of integration adds
video, security and automation (IP,
Ethernet platform).

The trend towards enhanced generic cabling systems prompts R&M
to devise complete solutions for communication and mains current cabling
to the workplace. With the R&M /mdm
cable outlet, a standard round mains
cable can be tapped interruption-free
to power any number of workstations.
With everything coordinated and from
a single source, the workload involved
for planners and installation technicians is significantly reduced.
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2004 – 40 Years of R&M!
The anniversary year begins with full
order books; during the first half of the
year a second shift is taken on again
for the first time in two years.
To the motto of “fit for the future”
R&M launches a new mission statement. None of the fundamental values
that have been in place at R&M over
the past 40 years has changed. Just as
before, continuity, sustainable development, customer orientation, trust and
mutual responsibility are at the core of
all the thinking and all the work.
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R&M’s RCC45 connector continues to cause a sensation within the
industry. This versatile connector provides modularity, flexibility and reliability, and brings the reality of the new
technology to residential cabling. As
a reference project Switzerland’s first
house to be cabled with plastic optical
fiber (POF) is built at Bäretswil / Zurich.
The SC-RJ fiber optic connector
developed by R&M in 1998 becomes
the preferred industry standard due to
its sheer compactness.

2005 – Looking ahead to the 5th decade
Setting a course for the 5th decade!
R&M continues to invest into expanding the export organization with
its own sales organizations in Spain,
China and Japan.
By the second half of 2005 especially, the trend is definitely upwards.
Sales increase to CHF 161 million, a
growth of 16 % compared with 2004.
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Thanks, in particular, to further
successes in exports, R&M is able to
create more than 50 new jobs in 2005,
to reliably satisfy the high demands of
its steadily growing number of customers around the globe.
R&M’s objective to be “No. 1 in
Layer one” is a commitment for the future to give its very best through innovative system solutions, high product
quality and competent advice.
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ANNEX 1

MILESTONES IN PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
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Year
1964 –
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1973

Products
Telephone and loop-through outlets

Connection technology / description
Screw connection with lugs

Number of contacts
5–9

Own patents
✓

Telephone outlets
Elbow and T-pieces
Connection and distribution boxes A80 /160
Standard system, main distributor frame
Hospital call pushbutton
Modular 2-pole terminal clamp,
intermatable
Reichle flush-mounted box

Double screw connection with lugs
Conduit accessories with snap locks
Solder / plug-in
Modular frame (Meccano)
Emergency call / light ON-OFF
Screw connection without lugs
Self-lifting terminal plates with rocker effect
Intermatable, fixing tapes for cavity walls,
pluggable terminals (combined outlet, mains current),
snap-on spacers
Button connectors, IDC technology, pressure pliers
Simplified mounting, modular

2, 4, 6

–
✓
✓
–
–
✓

Splice closures
Modular distribution box system

80 – 160
X times 20 x 2
2 x times 2

✓

40 x 2 – 800 x 2

–
✓
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ANNEX 1
Year
1975

Products
Distribution rails 10 x 2 – 20 x 4
Patch distributor SRV75

Connection technology / description
Soldering, screws, compact design
Cables: soldered terminal
Transfer: Assembled stranded wires with 2-pole
jack connector

1976

Connector system 6 /12

1979

Patch distributor 80

1983

Connector system 6 /12 type 83

Screw connection without lugs
Connector coding
Connector lock
2-pole patch connector with double IDC for patch wire,
press-in pincers with “track changer” for parallel connections
Expansion with switching contacts for telex and
fax application
Double IDC
Press-in tool with wire cutter

Distribution system VS83 (VS Modular)
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Number of contacts
10 x 2 – 20 x 4
Modular with
40-pole soldered /
push-on terminal
strip
1 x 6, 2 x 6, 1 x 12
modular

Own patents
–
✓

✓

✓
–
Strips 10 x 2,
12 x 2, 8 x 3

✓

Year
1987

1988
1989
1991
1992

Products
40-pole solderless connector strip for SRV
and A40, 80, 160
PCB terminal PK88
FO cable termination system KEV87
Entering the world of FO technology

Generic cabling system GVS87
19" integration frame for VS83 and SRV
19" racks for generic cabling systems
FO main distributor frame, compact design
with swivel frame
Distribution system VS Standard

Connection technology / description
IDC contact with tool-free termination
Hinged covers connect the wires without tools
IDC contact with tool-free termination
Modular system consisting of different trays and
connector plates
Plug-in hinge: innovative connection element comprising
a combination of film hinge / pushbutton fastener
Generic cabling system for telephony and data
Integration of 19" racks in telephony / data distributors
Installation-compatible 19" cabinets
Compact module for 12 fibers in 19" technology,
fiber reserves allow unplugging
Simpler alternative to VS83

Number of contacts
20 x 2

Own patents
–

4

–
✓

–
✓
–
✓
✓
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ANNEX 1
Year
1992

1993

1994

1996
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Products
FO distributor for OPAL project of Deutsche Telekom
Learning: R&M developed system at its own risk.
Order went to German rival (at prices that did not
cover costs), competitor went bankrupt
R&M freenet RJ45 module with “easy-lock”
(“long module”)
RJ45 strain-relief sleeve
“Data safe lock” coding system
IBM-ACS cabling system
Integrated shield connection
RJ45 “short module”
Dropwire connection module Duro
Venus boxes

Connection technology / description
a) Modular tray system with “plug-in hinge”
b) MDF frame, modular

Number of contacts

Own patents
✓

Connection technology with PCB terminal PK88,
tool-free IDC technology
Retrofittable, color coding
Retrofittable coding elements for mechanical
and color coding
R&M freenet technology
Lug for shielded connection combined with strain relief
Further development of PK88 to PK94
Polymer filling as weather protection
Box for outdoor applications

8

✓
✓
✓
–
✓
✓
✓
–

Year
1997

1998
1999

2000

Products
RJ45 Cat. 5 “direct connectivity module”
FO house connection box
FO connector E2000
FO cross connection cabinets
FO connector SC-RJ
Foccos FO distributor frame
Fiberliner 19" technology
Structured FO cabling systems
on same platforms as RJ45
Distribution system VS Compact
SOHO solutions (Small Office / Home Office)

Connection technology / description
PCB-free further development replaces “short module”
Fully automated production
Protection against unauthorized access
R&M version, Diamond license
Compact design, simple and reliable handling
In-house development, compact design
19" technology, variable, configurable
Compact interface for WAN and LAN
Pre-terminated system solution for LAN
IDC contact with integrated cutting blade
Wiring with simple tool, single-part connection block
Soho Tower for plug-and-play solutions

Number of contacts

Own patents
✓
–
–
–
✓
–
–
–
✓
✓
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ANNEX 1
Year
2000

2001

2002

Products
RJ45 Cat. 6 module
RJ45 Cat. 6 plug
Global rack
Relaunch IBM ACS range
“Compact” dropwire module
Cable outlet, 5-pole
FOM (Fiber Optic Management)
Security equipment for RJ45
Multimedia outlet
ADSL splitter

2003
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Cable outlet, 3-pole
RCC45

Connection technology / description
First certified, PCB-free Cat. 6 module
IDC technology on 2 levels
Modular screwless rack system, 3 HUs
Racks in new IBM design
IDC contacts
Uninterruptible tap on round mains cable
Simple, at-a-glance fiber management
Connector lock, splash-proof
3 coax connections (radio / TV / sat / internet)
+ 2 RJ45 (Tel / PC) in a single outlet
Direct rear contacting of PCBs in
R&M-connection / disconnection modules
Uninterruptible tap on round mains cable
Integration of POFs or power in RJ45 module

Number of contacts
8
8

2

Own patents
✓
✓
–
–
–
✓
–
✓
✓
–
✓
✓

Year
2003
2004

2005

Products
FOM distribution cabinets
SC-RJ industry
VS Compact SLIM
Varioline pre-terminated LAN cabling
Field-terminable connector FM45

Connection technology / description
Easy-configure modular system
FO connector for industrial environments
Slim version of VS Compact
IP67 degree of protection for aggressive environments
Tool-free IDC technology

Number of contacts

8

Own patents
–
✓
✓
–
✓
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ANNEX 2

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN
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A good design enhances the ergonomics
In all its developments R&M has always sought to achieve a symbiosis of technology, function, ergonomics and design.
A good design should enhance the ergonomics and the understanding
of a product’s function – at no additional expense. After all, a good design comes
from within.
The combination of technology and design begins at the start of a new
product’s development phase. When R&M was still a young company, there were
many products on the market that more or less satisfied the technical requirements. But in many cases both the handling and the design had been completely
neglected.
In development, the main emphasis is on the technical and functional
properties of a new product. The aesthetics are then added as an integral part. At
this stage it is not just the appearance and attractive integration into the surroundings that count; optimizing the technical aspects of production is also crucial. This
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relates both to the suppliers of the individual components and to their assembly at
R&M. The handling of the product then becomes simpler and more intuitive, without making it more expensive.
R&M has produced countless good examples of the successful combination of technology and design. The WM and FM outlets developed back in the
1960s were not just extremely easy to mount; they also stood out by virtue of their
simple and attractive design. As a result:
– single parts achieve the same high standard of quality for a lower material cost.
– mounting and connection are completed in the shortest possible time.
– the product blends in perfectly with its surroundings.
– disposal results in fewer noxious substances.
The harmonious interplay between technology, design and the environment is a mainstay of R&M’s development policy and provides our customers with
genuine benefits.
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ANNEX 2
It’s the old traditional
things that got the founders
of R&M started …

Screw connection
The state of the art in 1964

Solder terminal
The state of the art in 1964

Advantage:
– Secure connection even
where two different
wire diameters are used

Most frequently used technology
for 4-core cables.

Drawbacks:
– Time-consuming
– Two wires mean a
second washer
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Drawbacks:
– Requires a soldering iron
– Waiting times for heating up
and cooling

… and turned them into pioneers
of connection technology

Terminal plates 1972,
Self-lifting with rocker effect
(R&M patent)

Spring-loaded plug-in contact
with double IDC connection 1979
(R&M patent)

Spring-loaded plug-in contact
with piercing connection 1987
(R&M patent)

Advantages:
– No lugs
– Clamps different wire diameters:
0.5 mm + 0.8 mm

Advantage: Time-saving wiring
using press-in tool

Advantage: No stripping required
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ANNEX 2
Tool-free IDC connection 1987
Advantage: No wiring tool required

Shield connection
with strain relief 1993
(R&M patent)
Advantages:
– Shield contact integrated
in strain relief
– Outgoing cable bendable
by up to 90 °
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PCB terminal 1994
(R&M patent)
Advantages compared with
older designs:
– Space-saving
– Wiring cover disengages
upwards
– Simple handling
– Wire secured at two levels:
1. presorted, 2. wired

Fixed
connection

Plugged
connection

Fiber optics

Fiber optics
125 /1000 mm equals the thickness
of a human hair
Centering the fibers demands the
utmost precision from the connector
components elements.

POF (Plastic Optical Fiber) 2002
Acrylic, 1 mm diameter
Advantage: Ferrule simply screwed
onto the fiber’s tight buffer jacket
(R&M patent)
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ANNEX 3

“AND WHAT’S MORE …”

At the milestones in the history of R&M we focused mainly on retracing the
theme that keeps recurring throughout the history of the company from its
foundation in 1964 to its core business today.
But R&M also operated in four other business sectors. Not all of them experienced lasting success. The ones that have survived under new management
are a source of satisfaction; it means our commitment was not in vain. But
even failures and miscalculations have a positive side; after all, they taught us
a great deal!
Hans Reichle
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Engineering office for electrical planning
In 1968 we founded this office to fill a market niche in the Zurich Oberland region.
It was comforting at the time to have a second, independent and somewhat less
risky mainstay to our business besides “inventing”. Moreover we were also better
able to make use of our infrastructure. We carried out a number of interesting
contracts for schools, administrative and industrial buildings, residential housing
developments, civil defense installations, etc., with activities ranging from planning to costing, implementation plans, site management, billing and auditing plans.
But with growth increasing steadily in all our business sectors we as proprietors
were faced with a growing workload.
The management buyout decision in 1982 considerably relieved the burden on the previous owners. The company was renamed Bühler, Kühni + Partner
AG; today it operates under the name Inovel-Tec AG.

Technical television
Diversification (the policy of providing an enterprise with several mainstays) was
the buzzword of the 1970s.
ELBEX, an innovative Japanese manufacturer, offered us the general
agency for its television monitoring systems for distribution through the specialist
electrical trade. The products ranged from simple door intercom systems with an
integrated compact camera to larger systems with several cameras for monitoring facilities or building premises.
In-house we developed special solutions so that the systems could be
used in vehicles, e. g. for driving schools and traffic monitoring.
Distribution, consulting and service support for the whole of Switzerland
in keeping with R&M quality standards proved very costly in relation to the margins achieved.
In the early 1990s this division was sold off to Honegger Systemtechnik,
a security sector specialist.
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ANNEX 3
Electronics
Following the death of pioneering entrepreneur Jules Jucker we took over the production of telephone accessory devices and special relays from his heirs in 1974.
We gave the flashing telephone base a modern design, rationalized the
manufacturing costs and renamed it VISOTEL. The telephone answering system
for several lines was modernized step by step with digital voice recording and
microprocessor control.
After the oil crisis in the mid-1970s solar panel installations were all the
rage. R&M began to build its own installations and realized that the commercially
available control and regulating systems were not suitable for energy management. R&M subsequently developed its Solartronic system in 1976, initially using
analog technology, then as of 1979 using microprocessor control as the modular
R&M Control System.
The considerable effort involved in the optimum fine-tuning of the installations on site proved very cost-intensive. R&M came up with a solution in 1977
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with its Telecode remote control system. For the first time, entire systems were
remotely monitored and fine-tuned via the telephone line, a revolutionary concept
at the time.
The Electronics Department developed other solutions for market niches:
– NH: neighbor assistance alarm system for housing complexes for elderly people
on a two-wire bus line
– TBA: telephone busy display informing telephone attendants at a glance that a
line is busy
– VBM: traffic and occupancy meter for the acquisition of statistics on bottlenecks
in telephony traffic
– Conference timer for monitoring speaking time
– Remo-Tester: a practical voltage and continuity tester in a compact screwdriver
format
– Remo-Check: the first microprocessor-controlled installation tester for protocol
printout as per NIV
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Given Switzerland’s small domestic market R&M suffered from tight
margins dictated by small quantities. In the mid-1990s R&M’s core business was
redefined and the electronics range was shed to interested companies.
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KMS (Kabel Management Systeme)
1986 saw the first signs of customer requirements for a computer-aided telephone
cable network management system. Together with a number of computer specialists R&M began development work. New demands and requirements began to
pour in even before the first software package had been completed. Telephony
and data network began to converge. With the advent of fully digital consumer
installations several manufacturer-specific interfaces also had to be designed.
Very soon several complex development projects – and related costs – were running side by side, but earnings were not keeping pace. Finally, after a prolonged
“dry spell” the patience to continue came to an end with no trend reversal in sight,
and we decided to concentrate on our core competences. In 1996 we handed over
this business sector to the management responsible, with the condition that all
liabilities towards customers be assumed.
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ANNEX 4

TURNOVER AND
EMPLOYEE TRENDS
Reichle & De-Massari Holding (core business) consolidated
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1964

0,063

1974

3,155

1984

9,809
52,7

1994
2004

39,2

2005
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1964

22

74,7
99,8

139
120,3

161,3

1,5

1974

32

1984

74
244

1994

14
290

2004

297

2005

Turnover in CHF million

Employees / Personnel

Total

Total

Switzerland

Switzerland

Foreign

Foreign

258
184

474
214

511
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1964

1968

1980

1983

ANNEX 5

HOW THE R&M LOGO
HAS EVOLVED
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The way in which a company develops is also reflected in the way its corporate
logo evolves. As with many long-established companies the first R&M logo no
longer has much in common with its present-day version. Whenever possible, the
changes have been made gradually.
From 1964 to 1967 the young company operated as the “Department for
Electro-technical Products” of R. Reichle. It was only then that the Reichle & DeMassari Partnership was founded. The logo with the round circle and the small
“r” was retained right up until 1979.
1980 saw the change to the large Reichle + De-Massari logotype. In 1983
the Swiss Cross was integrated into the logo for the first time as a connecting
element between the two names; it remained as part of the logo until 1994. The
famous three red R&M bars became part of the logo in 1985.

1985

1991

1995

1999

From 1995 onwards the three red bars defined the R&M logo; the company name was then still written out.
The Swiss Cross eventually became a thing of the past as a “+” between
names is not used in the English-speaking world.
In 1999 the Reichle & De-Massari logo was replaced by the shorter R&M
logotype. Many products were too small for the long logotype, and in addition it
was inappropriate for the international market. Today’s logo has been used ever
since, and the standardized look is consistently implemented worldwide.
R&M is an internationally registered and protected trademark.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hans Reichle was born in Rüti in the Canton of Zurich in March 1940. He attended
school and trained as an electrician in Rüti / Zurich and Wetzikon / Zurich. He then
worked as a telephone specialist for Autophon AG in Zurich; it was there, in 1962,
that he first worked with Renato De-Massari in the project planning office.
In 1962, following the relocation of the Globus department store (which
involved the new installation of hundreds of telephone connections), Hans Reichle
and Renato De-Massari began to think of ways to make the telephone connections
of the day simpler. Prototypes were developed and the hobby became a business
venture. An initial series was put into production at enormous financial risk.
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1964 was one of the most important years in the life of Hans Reichle,
with his marriage to his wife Sylvia, the founding of the company Reichle & DeMassari, and the birth of his first son Peter. Martin was born in 1967, and his
youngest son, Thomas, in 1969.
The Reichle & De-Massari Partnership was founded in 1967. Hans Reichle
and Renato De-Massari resigned from their previous positions to concentrate fully
on running and expanding their successful small business.
In the decades that followed, R&M became the industry leader in Switzerland. Setting up export markets early on proved to be a farsighted entrepreneurial decision. In 2005 around 75 % of turnover was achieved abroad, and the
number of employees worldwide was over 500 (excluding Simpex AG). R&M is
now a major employer and client for a large number of suppliers.

The handover to the second generation was also remarkable. After a long
period of preparation combined with expert advice and support Hans Reichle and
Renato De-Massari handed over the operational running of the business to Peter
and Martin Reichle in 1999. Gradually and as planned, the company founders withdrew to join the Board of Directors.
Sadly co-founder Renato De-Massari died unexpectedly in 2000. His
untimely death was a great loss for family, friends, employees and business
partners.
Alongside his business activities Hans Reichle has also taken a keen and
active interest in politics. In the municipality of Wetzikon he was a member of the
primary school board for many years; for a number of years he was also a member
of the local authorities’ building committee.

Hans Reichle is without a doubt a representative of the guild of successful entrepreneurs; with his charismatic nature, he sets an example to his employees and business partners. His courage to take calculated risks and his openness
to change and progress are typical. This book was written at the initiative of his
sons and is intended for all those who know him, have worked with him or who are
interested in the R&M enterprise. It features the history of a successfully run family business and, as such, may also serve as a guideline for young entrepreneurs.
But above all it is Hans Reichle’s intention that it should encourage innovative
businessmen and women to go on to similar achievements.
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First Decade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5-pole WM outlet
Business premises on Pündtstrasse, Uster
Office on the ground floor
Entrance with company nameplate
5-pole FM outlet
9-pole WM outlet
Design office
Assembly room in the cellar
Connection /distribution box,
with 80 to 160 poles
4-pole FM telephone outlet
Relocating a machine tool
Setting up the experimental workshop
Modular 2-pole terminal clamp
Assembly workplace
Cellar showroom
Distribution rail, solder terminal
Modular WM box system
Secretariat
Buying & planning office

Second Decade
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

A6 /12 connection system
Splice closure
Design engineer at the drawing board
Patch distributor
IDC termination tool
Extended showroom
Business premises on Binzstrasse, Wetzikon
New design office
Patch distributor, Zurich stock exchange
Hans Reichle
Overvoltage protection cassette
Test cable for VS83 distributor cable
Renato De-Massari
VS83 free-standing distribution frame,
horizontal
Design team meeting around the
drawing board
VS83 distributor system at a local exchange
VS83 free-standing distribution frame, vertical
System integration in R&M distributor
Electronics laboratory
Detail of VS83 IDC technology

Third Decade

Fourth Decade

Annex 2

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

62 19" patch panel for RJ45
63 RJ45 Cat. 5 direct connectivity module,
unshielded
64 RJ45 Cat. 5 direct connectivity module, shielded
65 Automatic assembly line for RJ45 Cat. 5
connection module
66 SPLASH IP54-proof outlet
67 VENUS box, equipped
68 VENUS box system
69 R&M executives building a raft
70 E2000 fiber optic connector system
71 E2000 FO connector (Diamond license)
72 Martin, Peter and Hans Reichle (l. to r.)
73 Automatic assembly line for RJ45 Cat. 6
connector system
74 Splice closure
75 Renato De-Massari
76 Renato De-Massari, Sylvia and Hans Reichle
77 RJ45 Cat. 6 connection module
78 RJ45 Cat. 6 plug with IDC
79 Cable outlet, 5-pole, 230 / 400 V
80 VS Compact distributor system
81 New building premises of R&M Poland, Warsaw
82 Deskbox system
83 Flexible wiring duct system
84 Connection closure for hollow floor
85 Multimedia outlet
86 RCC45 connection module
87 Connector for 3-pole cable outlet
88 3-pole cable outlet adapter
89 Cable outlet system
90 Sylvia and Hans Reichle at the 40-year
anniversary
91 SC-RJ FO connector
92 SC-RJ FO connector, IP67
93 Anniversary logo
94 Trade fair stand at Ineltec, Switzerland
95 Field-terminable RJ45 plug FM45
96 Wiring of the FM45 plug
97 FM45 plug terminated

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Laying of warehouse cornerstone, 1983
Laying of warehouse cornerstone, 1983
19" distribution cabinet for telephony and data
Poster for 1987 “Open Day”
AE2x2 connection modules inside box
Quality Assurance laboratory
VS83 small distributor
PK88 tool-free PCB terminal
4-pole telephone adapter / TT83
Building distributor with hollow floor
TT83 automatic assembly machine
Production centre on Buchgrindelstrasse,
Wetzikon
VS Standard distribution system
VS Standard primary protection,
front and rear
BWZ wiring tool
RJ45 connection module with PK88
VS83 assembly robot
Thomas Reichle during the topping-out
ceremony for the Binz extension
TAS telephone connection range
Strain relief sleeve for RJ45 connectors
Renato De-Massari
DURO dropwire connection element

FM telephone outlet
VISOTEL flashing telephone base
Telephone adapter range
RJ45 “Easy Flex” swivel adapter
RJ45 outlet with mech. and color coding
VENUS box system
RJ45 Cat. 6 connector
SC-RJ FO connector
CATV panel
RJ45 Cat. 6 connection module
Deskbox

Annex 3
109
110
111
112
113

Video surveillance system
Surveillance cameras
TIS telephone information system
VBM traffic and occupancy meter
R&M Telecode remote monitoring for
R&M control systems
114 VISOTEL flashing telephone base
115 Villa with R&M Control solar control system
116 KMS cable management system
in the distributor room
117 – 119 KMS image masks

